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Manual Strangulation in Surviving Manual Strangulation in Surviving 
VictimsVictims

The first hint that manual strangulation The first hint that manual strangulation 
injuries in surviving patients were injuries in surviving patients were 
underreported appeared in 1985 in the underreported appeared in 1985 in the 
publication publication ““Strangulation:  A Full Strangulation:  A Full 
Spectrum of Blunt Neck TraumaSpectrum of Blunt Neck Trauma””

Most documentation of strangulation Most documentation of strangulation 
injuries until then have come from forensic injuries until then have come from forensic 
pathologistpathologist

DefinitionDefinition
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AsphyxiaAsphyxia

Any process which deprives the tissue Any process which deprives the tissue 
cells of oxygencells of oxygen
–– Mechanisms can include strangulation, Mechanisms can include strangulation, 

choking, and suffocationchoking, and suffocation

Asphyxia, anoxia, hypoxia are virtually Asphyxia, anoxia, hypoxia are virtually 
synonymoussynonymous

Mechanism of Injury in Mechanism of Injury in 
StrangulationStrangulation

Studied 116 cased of strangulation Studied 116 cased of strangulation –– 79 79 
survivors with stigmata, 37 fatalitiessurvivors with stigmata, 37 fatalities
–– One handOne hand

–– Two handTwo hand

–– One/two hand behindOne/two hand behind

–– LigatureLigature
Caused by a ligature where body is not suspendedCaused by a ligature where body is not suspended

–– Two thumbTwo thumb

–– Other methods were not included in this studyOther methods were not included in this study
Ham and Ham and RajsRajs 19891989

StatisticsStatistics

Manual strangulation makes up 80% Manual strangulation makes up 80% 
strangulation casesstrangulation cases

Ligature 15%Ligature 15%

1.5 million women per year are strangled1.5 million women per year are strangled

85% strangulation victims are female and 85% strangulation victims are female and 
usually strangled at homeusually strangled at home

Only 10% seek medical attentionOnly 10% seek medical attention
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Uniform Crime ReportingUniform Crime Reporting
FBI StatisticsFBI Statistics

Strangulation and asphyxiation deaths Strangulation and asphyxiation deaths 
represented 1.75% of total number of represented 1.75% of total number of 
murder victims of the total number of murder victims of the total number of 
14,054 in the US14,054 in the US

Strangulation is the fourth most common Strangulation is the fourth most common 
cause of homicide in the US followed by cause of homicide in the US followed by 
sharp instrument, guns, and hitting.sharp instrument, guns, and hitting.

Pathophysiology of StrangulationPathophysiology of Strangulation

Violent manual strangulation or ligature Violent manual strangulation or ligature 
strangulation initially produces severe pain and strangulation initially produces severe pain and 
panic.  panic.  
Initially the external force compress jugular veins Initially the external force compress jugular veins 
that stops blood flow in the brainthat stops blood flow in the brain
Stronger force stops arterial blood flow which Stronger force stops arterial blood flow which 
stops oxygen delivery to the brainstops oxygen delivery to the brain
This leads to unconsciousnessThis leads to unconsciousness
The muscles in the neck relax, the same amount The muscles in the neck relax, the same amount 
of pressure can cause complete arterial of pressure can cause complete arterial 
occlusionocclusion

Arch of aorta

Common carotid
artery

Phrenic nerve

Internal jugular vein

Vagus nerve
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Carotid artery Carotid artery 
occlusionocclusion
–– Anterior neckAnterior neck

–– 11 pounds of 11 pounds of 
pressure for 10 pressure for 10 
secondsseconds

Jugular vein Jugular vein 
occlusionocclusion
–– Lateral neck Lateral neck 

–– 4.4 pounds of 4.4 pounds of 
pressure for 10 pressure for 10 
secondsseconds
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UNCONSCIOUSNESS
www.healthaftertrauma.com

Signs and Symptoms of Signs and Symptoms of 
StrangulationStrangulation

Signs:  These are things you can see Signs:  These are things you can see 
objectively with your own eyesobjectively with your own eyes

Symptoms:  These are things the victim Symptoms:  These are things the victim 
experiences, but you cannot seeexperiences, but you cannot see
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Blood red eyes

Neck swelling

Bruising

Ligature marks

Scratches

Redness

www.healthaftertrauma.com
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RednessRedness
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Ligature MarksLigature Marks
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35www.healthaftertrauma.com
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Voice changesVoice changes
–– 50% of victims50% of victims

–– Nerve (recurrent Nerve (recurrent 
laryngeal nerve)laryngeal nerve)

–– Hoarseness Hoarseness 
(dysphonia)(dysphonia)

May be permanentMay be permanent

–– Loss of voice Loss of voice 
(aphonia)(aphonia)

38www.healthaftertrauma.com

Swallowing Swallowing 
ChangesChanges
–– Due to larynx injuryDue to larynx injury

–– Difficult to swallow Difficult to swallow 
(dysphagia)(dysphagia)

–– Painful to swallow Painful to swallow 
(odynophagia)(odynophagia)

39www.healthaftertrauma.com
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Breathing ChangesBreathing Changes
–– Due to laryngeal Due to laryngeal 

fracture or swellingfracture or swelling

–– Difficult to breathe Difficult to breathe 
(dyspnea)(dyspnea)

–– Inability to breathe Inability to breathe 
(apnea)(apnea)

–– May appear mild but May appear mild but 
may kill within 36 may kill within 36 
hourshours

40www.healthaftertrauma.com

Behavioral Behavioral 
ChangesChanges
–– Early: Restlessness Early: Restlessness 

and violenceand violence
Hostile toward officers Hostile toward officers 
at the sceneat the scene

““She woke up fightingShe woke up fighting””

–– Long term:Long term:
PsychosisPsychosis

Amnesia Amnesia 

Changes in personalityChanges in personality

Progressive dementiaProgressive dementia 41www.healthaftertrauma.com

Muscle spasmsMuscle spasms

Transient Transient 
hemiplegiahemiplegia

Central cord Central cord 
syndromesyndrome

SeizuresSeizures

Spinal cord injury:Spinal cord injury:
–– ShortShort--term term 

autonomic autonomic 
dysfunctiondysfunction

–– LongLong--term term 
paraplegiaparaplegia

–– QuadriplegiaQuadriplegia

42www.healthaftertrauma.com
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Signs of StrangulationSigns of Strangulation
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DocumentationDocumentation

CMTC has web site for Domestic Violence CMTC has web site for Domestic Violence 
Forensic Medical formsForensic Medical forms

http://www.ccfmtc.tv/pdfs/forms/CALEMAhttp://www.ccfmtc.tv/pdfs/forms/CALEMA--
502.pdf502.pdf

Photography TipsPhotography Tips

Take pictures with patient in clothes Take pictures with patient in clothes 
initially to get the whole pictureinitially to get the whole picture
Put a scale in the plane of injuryPut a scale in the plane of injury
For depth and texture do side photosFor depth and texture do side photos
If injury is only on one side of neck, take If injury is only on one side of neck, take 
picture of other side of neck alsopicture of other side of neck also
Keep camera plane parallel to plane of Keep camera plane parallel to plane of 
finding so no distortion is createdfinding so no distortion is created
Minimize flashMinimize flash

Strangulation DocumentationStrangulation Documentation
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Practical Tips for Investigating Practical Tips for Investigating 
OfficersOfficers

Treat your strangulation cases Treat your strangulation cases 
seriouslyseriously
–– Start by changing your vocabulary and Start by changing your vocabulary and 

using words like strangled or attempted using words like strangled or attempted 
strangulationstrangulation

–– Treat the case as a felony.  California has Treat the case as a felony.  California has 
an aggravated assault crime under Penal an aggravated assault crime under Penal 
Code section 245(a).Code section 245(a).

–– PC 273.5PC 273.5

Practical TipsPractical Tips

Conduct a Thorough Interview and Conduct a Thorough Interview and 
Investigation at the SceneInvestigation at the Scene
–– There are many ways a victim can be There are many ways a victim can be 

strangled strangled –– ask questions that will elicit ask questions that will elicit 
information about her symptoms she may information about her symptoms she may 
be having and method usedbe having and method used

–– Remember there may be no visible injuries Remember there may be no visible injuries 
at allat all

Practical TipsPractical Tips

Questions for Method and/or MannerQuestions for Method and/or Manner
–– Ask victim to describe how she was strangled Ask victim to describe how she was strangled ieie

one hand, two hands, straddled, banged against one hand, two hands, straddled, banged against 
wall etcwall etc

–– Document points of contact and photograph area.  Document points of contact and photograph area.  
Document property damageDocument property damage

–– Identify where strangulation attempt took place, Identify where strangulation attempt took place, 
look for corroborating evidencelook for corroborating evidence

–– How long did the incident occur, how many times, How long did the incident occur, how many times, 
how many different methods were usedhow many different methods were used

–– On a scale of one to ten, how hard was the On a scale of one to ten, how hard was the 
suspectsuspect’’s grips grip
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Practical TipsPractical Tips

For Identifying Visible InjuriesFor Identifying Visible Injuries
–– Look for injuries behind ears, around face, Look for injuries behind ears, around face, 

neck, scalp, chin, eyelids, chest area, pull neck, scalp, chin, eyelids, chest area, pull 
down eyelids to look for bleedingdown eyelids to look for bleeding

–– Look for redness, scratch marks, scrapes, Look for redness, scratch marks, scrapes, 
fingerfinger--print marks, thumbprint marks, thumb--print bruising, print bruising, 
ligature marks, tiny red spots, swelling ligature marks, tiny red spots, swelling 
and/or lumps on neckand/or lumps on neck

–– Ask victim to remove make upAsk victim to remove make up
–– Did the victim feel nauseated or vomit?Did the victim feel nauseated or vomit?

Practical TipsPractical Tips

Establishing Motive, Intent, and Minimizing Establishing Motive, Intent, and Minimizing 
RecantationRecantation
–– Use quotes to state what suspect said when he Use quotes to state what suspect said when he 

was strangling victimwas strangling victim
–– Describe suspectDescribe suspect’’s demeanor and facial s demeanor and facial 

expressionexpression
–– If an object was used, determine if suspect If an object was used, determine if suspect 

brought the object to the scenebrought the object to the scene
–– What did victim think was going to happen?What did victim think was going to happen?
–– What caused the suspect to stop?What caused the suspect to stop?
–– Witnesses?Witnesses?
–– Prior incidents of strangulation or abuse?Prior incidents of strangulation or abuse?

Practical TipsPractical Tips

To eliminate defenses/excusesTo eliminate defenses/excuses
–– Did the victim attempt to protect herselfDid the victim attempt to protect herself

–– Any injuries to the suspect Any injuries to the suspect –– on face, neck, on face, neck, 
armsarms

–– Take photos of suspect especially if no Take photos of suspect especially if no 
injuriesinjuries
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Practical TipsPractical Tips

Take Care to Identify Dominant AggressorTake Care to Identify Dominant Aggressor
–– Many times there are claims of mutual combat, Many times there are claims of mutual combat, 

many times the suspect may be the only one with many times the suspect may be the only one with 
visible injuries visible injuries –– biting, scratchingbiting, scratching

–– Consider the following factors:Consider the following factors:
Height/weight of partiesHeight/weight of parties
Who is fearful of whoWho is fearful of who
Detail of statement and corroborationDetail of statement and corroboration
History of domestic violenceHistory of domestic violence
Pattern evidence Pattern evidence 
Signs and symptoms of strangulationSigns and symptoms of strangulation
Defensive injuriesDefensive injuries

Practical TipsPractical Tips

Obtain copies of your 911 tapes or tape Obtain copies of your 911 tapes or tape 
record your interview with victimrecord your interview with victim
–– 50% of strangulation victims experience 50% of strangulation victims experience 

voice changes and documentation is voice changes and documentation is 
important evidenceimportant evidence
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Courtroom PresentationCourtroom Presentation

Have witness clearly explain mechanism Have witness clearly explain mechanism 
of how strangulation occurredof how strangulation occurred

Use photographs to show anatomy of the Use photographs to show anatomy of the 
vascular structures in the neck.  vascular structures in the neck.  

Explain the pathophysiology of what Explain the pathophysiology of what 
occurs during strangulationoccurs during strangulation

Courtroom PresentationCourtroom Presentation
Questions to ask regarding strangulationQuestions to ask regarding strangulation
When the victim is on the stand ask her the following questions:When the victim is on the stand ask her the following questions:

–– Have her describe how she was strangled, identifying points of Have her describe how she was strangled, identifying points of contact.  Have contact.  Have 
her describe where her body was and how the defendant was on topher describe where her body was and how the defendant was on top of herof her

–– Have her describe on a scale of 1 to 10, ten being the most presHave her describe on a scale of 1 to 10, ten being the most pressure, how hard sure, how hard 
was the defendantwas the defendant’’s grips grip

–– Have her describe the pain she felt around her neck Have her describe the pain she felt around her neck 
–– Ask her if she lost consciousness or felt like she was going to Ask her if she lost consciousness or felt like she was going to ““blackblack”” out.out.
–– Have her describe how long the strangulation occurred, or what tHave her describe how long the strangulation occurred, or what the last thing she he last thing she 

remembered before  losing consciousness and the first thing she remembered before  losing consciousness and the first thing she remembered remembered 
after regaining consciousness (if she lost consciousness)after regaining consciousness (if she lost consciousness)

–– Ask her to describe what the suspect said before, during and aftAsk her to describe what the suspect said before, during and after the er the 
strangulationstrangulation

–– Ask her what she was thinking while he was strangling her, did sAsk her what she was thinking while he was strangling her, did she feel like she he feel like she 
was going to diewas going to die

–– Ask her if she had trouble breathing afterwards, pain in her thrAsk her if she had trouble breathing afterwards, pain in her throat, trouble oat, trouble 
swallowing.  What did she feel like; did she have trouble seeingswallowing.  What did she feel like; did she have trouble seeing well?well?

–– What caused the suspect to stop?What caused the suspect to stop?

Courtroom PresentationCourtroom Presentation

Questions to ask expert:Questions to ask expert:
Describe what strangulation isDescribe what strangulation is

Define what manual strangulation is, what is the significance Define what manual strangulation is, what is the significance 
difference between the different types of strangulation injurydifference between the different types of strangulation injury
Define asphyxiaDefine asphyxia
What makes the neck so vulnerable to injury from strangulationWhat makes the neck so vulnerable to injury from strangulation
What causes unconsciousness in strangulation injuryWhat causes unconsciousness in strangulation injury
Describe the mechanism of how unconsciousness occursDescribe the mechanism of how unconsciousness occurs
What will happen if the pressure is not released and loss of What will happen if the pressure is not released and loss of 
consciousness continuesconsciousness continues
What type of physical evidence can indicate that unconsciousnessWhat type of physical evidence can indicate that unconsciousness
has occurredhas occurred
What are the objective signs you may see in strangulation injuriWhat are the objective signs you may see in strangulation injurieses
What can cause death in strangulation injuryWhat can cause death in strangulation injury
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Demonstrative evidenceDemonstrative evidence

DynamometerDynamometer

DynamometerDynamometer

Used to measure pounds of pressureUsed to measure pounds of pressure
–– Reliable measure of hand gripReliable measure of hand grip

–– Standardized measurement Standardized measurement –– meets Fry meets Fry 
standardstandard

–– Measures force and outputMeasures force and output

–– Measures isometric strengthMeasures isometric strength

–– Objective measureObjective measure

–– Used for routine screening in physical therapy Used for routine screening in physical therapy 
departmentdepartment

DynamometerDynamometer

Used primarily as a teaching tool to Used primarily as a teaching tool to 
demonstrate how little pressure it takes to demonstrate how little pressure it takes to 
strangle someone.  strangle someone.  

Count the seconds aloud while holding Count the seconds aloud while holding 
dynamometer to demonstrate venous dynamometer to demonstrate venous 
compression to the point of compression to the point of 
unconsciousnessunconsciousness
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PhotographsPhotographs

Use patient photographs to show injury Use patient photographs to show injury 
pattern if anypattern if any

Have an expert educate a jury why the Have an expert educate a jury why the 
victim may not seek medical attention or victim may not seek medical attention or 
have no outside signs of traumahave no outside signs of trauma

Use picture of neck anatomy to show why Use picture of neck anatomy to show why 
the neck is vulnerable to compressionthe neck is vulnerable to compression

Thank YouThank You

For caring enough to save lives!!!!For caring enough to save lives!!!!


